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- concentric section: the user can model the media from the top of the earth’s surface to the center
as a single radial section or can model from the surface to the center, as a series of concentric

sections. the user can change the location of the start and end of the section by changing the radius
from the surface or any other parameter. these properties and characteristics are stored for the

entire model, so that any modification from any section can be seen in the other section and vice
versa. the data for the sections can be transferred to any other software for the further use. this
sectioning and the data for different sections can be exported to many required formats by right
clicking on any point. - basement damage: the physics of the ground, and the building structure

material, such as concrete, have a unique effect on the earth. this software predicts the damage of
the structure by taking into account the ground’s physical properties. this software can be applied
for both static and dynamic models, and can predict the damage of the structure for a particular

time period. the designed structure can be analyzed using the software and appropriate measures
can be taken to resolve the problem. soilworks 2013(v2.1) release note 3. [slope] additional lem

analysis method the detail analysis methods (spencer, morgenstern-price and sarma(vertical slice))
are added in the lem analysis. analysis design > analysis case > analysis control [analysis method in

lem] spencer [factor of safety tendency due to changes in ] x : vertical force e : horizontal force :
vertical to horizontal force ratio f (x) : vertical force distribution function : friction angle c : cohesion h

: height of slice analysis h force moment equili. equili. simplified bishop simplified janbu easy
calculations (hand to h))..
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first, midas-2013 is suitable for
working with the large volume of
underground construction data,

because it has been optimized in
accordance with the sqlite

database. the advantage of the
open database is that the

database is constantly
maintained and updated.

midas-2013 can be installed on
any computer with a mysql,

sqlite or odbc driver. in addition
to the microsoft office interface,

midas-2013 also has an
enhanced office interface and
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functions, that enables you to
view the data in the form of

tables in microsoft office. you
can create up to 1000 tables in a

single project. you can also
import the data and calculate
the results in microsoft office.

you can also import and export
data to sqlite, xml, text, and
html files. windows explorer

interface (right click > properties
> folder) we have made some

improvements to the structure of
the results of construction

property. from now on you can
easily identify the results by
clicking with the left mouse

button the name of the results in
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the explorer interface (right click
> properties > folder). if you

previously define the folder, you
can drag the results to the

desired location. the displayed
results by double-click on the
results and open the results in

the office interface (right click >
properties > folder)

measurement scale editing tool
since the site data is measured
in data (point, line, surface) it

was not necessary to convert the
measurements according to the
reference project measured by
the original data. from now on
we can easily change the scale

of the site data. on the top of the
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measurement scale editing tool
you can display the same site
data in various scales in the

same model. on the site data,
you can even change the scale

of the same measurement in the
same model. notice the round

scale on this image. the red line
is the measurement at the round

scale. 5ec8ef588b
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